Evidence-Based Leadership
Utilizing neuro-scientific research and application of specific skills to increase effectiveness, optimism, and productivity

This workshop leverages scientific research to generate strategies for:

- Prioritization
- Goal Setting
- Motivation
- Problem Solving
- Optimism

ABOUT THE Facilitator
Katherine Poehnert, a strength based Executive Leadership Coach, will facilitate an interactive, positive, and fun approach to Brain- based Leadership. Katherine has over 30 years experience in the human potential field and has offered training and coaching in many corporate settings and in various industries.

Sept 13th, 2017
9:30 AM - 1PM
Graduate Center for Worker Education
25 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10004

Cost: $55  $12
This workshop is partially subsidized by a foundation requiring anonymity

Questions?
Call 718.449.5000 x 2267
Email Leora@NPHD.org
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